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A NEW GUIDANCE AND CONTROL UNIT
FOR THE TITAN IV VEHICLE
R. Joseph Wright, Jr.
Honeywell Space and Strategic Systems Operation
ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The Guidance and Control Unit (GCU) provides,
in a self-contained package, significant cost,
weight, reliability and power advantages over the
present gimballed guidance system and digital
computer packages. The GCU includes a
strapdown acceleration and angular motion
sensing system, a general purpose flight control
processor, and all required I/O necessary for
vehicle and ground interfaces. The GCU design
is based upon an existing space qualified,
production navigator modified to meet Titan IV
unique vehicle needs. The GCU incorporates a
robust mechanical design capable of withstanding
launch induced vibration and shock, flight
temperature and altitude variations, as well as all
environments required in MIL-STEM540B. The
electrical design incorporates piece parts that are
space qualified and space radiation tolerant.

The Guidance and Control Unit (GCU - Figure 1)
replaces the existing gimballed guidance system
and the digital computer packages as part of a
Titan IV avionic upgrade. By taking advantage of
new technologies the GCU upgrade provides
Martin Marietta a single avionics package with
higher reliability at reduced size, weight, power,
and cost.
Figure 1-GCU External Features

The GCU consists of an Inertial Measurement
Subsystem (IMS) and a Flight Control
Subsystem (PCS). The IMS contains inertial
sensors, sensor electronics, and an inertial
processor. IMS features include GG1342 ring
laser gyros, QA3000 Q-flex accelerometers, and a
1 MIP inertial processor used for
temperature/dynamic compensation, alignment,
attitude integration, and filtering. The PCS
contains a flight control processor, telemetry and
ground support communication, and vehicle I/O
interfaces. The heart of the PCS is a 1 MIP,
MIL-STD-175QA processor that performs
guidance, navigation, flight control, event
sequencing, and telemetry functions. The PCS
also includes MIL-STD-1553 communication
ports to interface the telemetry system, RS 422
serial ports for ground communication, and
vehicle specific analog and discrete I/O for
controlling the Titan IV vehicle.

The GCU design is baselined from the
Honeywell Inertial Navigation Unit (INU), a
space qualified navigation system designed for
the Centaur upper stage launch vehicle (Reference
I). The INU was modified for Titan IV specific
I/O and environments (shock, vibration, and
thermal profile). A brief overview of the
modifications are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2-INU to GCU Differences
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The IMS contains the inertial sensors, related
electronics, and a MIL-STD-1750A processor.
The IMS senses angular and linear motions and
performs prelaunch system alignment, sensor
compensation, attitude integration, and velocity
transformation. Data output from the IMS
includes an inertial attitude reference quaternion,
linear accelerations (differential velocities) in
inertial coordinates, and filtered angular body
rates. IMS commands and initialization data are
received via a MIL-STD-1553B data bus.

GCU OVERVIEW

The Guidance and Control Unit is a singlepackage, RLG strapdown navigator that weighs
67 pounds and dissipates no more than 120
watts. The GCU includes two subsystems - the
Inertial Measurement Subsystem (IMS) and the
Flight Control Subsystem (FCS). A simplified
block diagram is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3-Block Diagram

The FCS contains a MIL-STD-1750A processor,
analog and discrete I/O, and communication
busses to telemetry and ground support systems.
IMS data is transferred to the FCS via a dual-port
memory. The FCS software, supplied by Martin
Marietta, provides guidance, navigation, night
control, event sequencing, and telemetry
functions.
GCU interfaces are shown in Table 1. Both IMS
and FCS processors interface to a MIL-STD1553B communication bus. The FCS 1553 Bus
communicates to the IMS 1553 Bus and the
telemetry system. The FCS also communicates to
the ground support equipment through a two
channel RS422 serial interface. Temperature and
pressure sensor interfaces are provided for the
telemetry system, also.
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Tabk 1-GCU Vehicle Interfaces

Figure 4-GCU Milestones
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The GCU provides individual analog and digital
signals, both as inputs to .and outputs from the
GCU. Analog inputs receive signals from the
vehicle rate gyros. Discrete inputs receive signals
from the Low Level Sensor Shutdown System
(LLSSS) indicating low fuel levels in the fuel
tanks.
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ENVIRONMENTS

The GCU must perform under space launch
vehicle environments and margins specified in
MIL-STD-1540B. These requirements ensure a
high level of confidence in achieving a successful
space mission (see Table 2). Qualification and
acceptance tests confirm GCU operation through
representative acceleration, angular rate, shock,
and vibration. The shock environment spectrum
simulates stage separation of the space vehicle.

Voltage type analog outputs are used to control
the thrust vector on the Solid Rocket Motors.
Current type analog outputs control the Stage I
and Stage II core engine gimbal actuators.
Discrete outputs are provided for switch closure
to the discrete common return, used in event
sequencing.
The program development schedule is shown in
Figure 4. Prior to delivery of flight units,
Functional Equivalent Units (FEU) and Design
Evaluation Test (DET) units were delivered for
software development, development testing, and
integration testing at Martin Marietta. The DET
units are form, fit, and function equivalents to
flight units, one of which was used to proof the
design - through qualification environments prior to formal production qualification testing.

Table 2 - GCU Environment Requirements
ENVIRONMENTS
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ACCEPTANCE

QUALIFICATION

ASCENT PRESSURE (2 MIN)

16TOOPSIA

16TOOPSIA

ANGULAR RATE

+1207SEC

±120°/SEC

ANGULAR ACCELERATION

±250°SEC2

+2SO-/SEC2

LINEAR ACCELERATION

lOg

I5g

PYROTECHNIC SHOCK

85 TO 2000 g PEAK
100 to 3000 HZ

85 TO 2000 g PEAK
100 TO 3000 HZ

RANDOM VIBRATION

IMgRMS

22.8 gRMS

S K IN TEMPERATURE

-ll-FTO+142

-29°FTO 160°F

PARTS PROGRAM

Electronic component selection includes space
grade certification (Class S) and tolerance to
space radiation.
Parts certified for space, MIL-S-19500 JAN S
and MIL-M-38510 Class S, are required in the
GCU design. Because the availability of such
parts is limited, two prioritized alternates are
available for use when a Class S or JAN S part is
unavailable:
•

Custom Class S - more desirable alternative is a process whereby the program issues a
Source Control Document that dictates the
same procedures, testing, and controls as in
Class S.

•

Class S upscreen - used only when the above
alternatives are unavailable, uses MIL-S19500 JAN TXV and MIL-M-38510, Class
B parts that are upscreened by independent
labs to Class S test levels.

Aided by access to the industry SEU data base
and technical titmtuie, SEU analysis ensured that
space radiation will not affect GCU performance.
Each electronic part;, circuit* function and system
was reviewed in detail to identify and eliminate
SEU-susceptible designs; that might degrade, or
prevent, mission success, Where no data
analysis was perfoimed using geometry and
electrical parameters of the parts. In special cases
(e.g., the processor and other critical parts),
cyclotron testing was perfonned for SEU and
were
latchup, Parts with latchup
identified and eliminated during GCU
the SCO'
In conjunction with piece-part
analysis also examined SEU effects toil die
system viewpoint. SEU failure effects were
reviewed throughout the system, and mission

critical failures Identified, 'The two GCU
processors, (the most critical assemblies in the
system) are protected by: an SEU-toIerant
processor chip set, EDAC-piotected RAM"
capable of correcting single-bit errors, and SEUtolerant support circuitry. Other critical areas arc
protected by either SEU-tolerant parts or built-in
test intervention..

The space radiation environment includes Galactic
Cosmic Rays, solar flare particles, and trapped
protons. The effects caused by space radiation
are SEU and latchup:
•

PERFORMANCE
GCU performance requirements are summarized
in. Table 3. Performance is specified in gyro1,
accelerometer, and alignment errors. 'Through
precise knowledge of component errors, the
injection accuracy of each mission can be
.ao.aly.zed independently to ensure mission
success,

SEU is a change in charge on a junction
capacitor in a bistable digital circuit, caused
by a logic state inversion that will remain in
error until written over. These logic state
inversions (or bit flips) can occur in SEUsusceptible latches, flip flops, registers, and
memory. The GCU SEU design is such that
the probability of upset is lower than the
probability of a GCU hardware failure.

Table 3-GCU Perfoimancc Requirements
ERROR SOURCE

Latchups are a regenerative feedback
mechanism that corresponds to tripping the
gate of a Silicon Control Rectifier (SCR).
SCRs, PNPN junctions, can be found in
many Integrated Circuit (1C) technologies,
including CMOS, NMOS, and PMOS.
Protection schemes (e.g., epitaxial layers or
special layout requirements) are used by 1C
manufacturers to ensure that SCRs cannot be
latched by radiation. Latchup failures cannot
be cleared without a power cycle, and often
permanently damage or overstress the device.
The GCU design prohibits the use of parts
that are susceptible to latchup.

GYRO
BIAS ERROR
RANDOM WALK
SCALE FACTOR ERROR
SCALE FACTOR NON-LINEARITY/ASYMMETRY
ACCELERQMETERS
BIAS ERROR
BIAS STABILITY (ON ORB FT COAST)
SCALE FACTOR ERROR
SCALE FACTOR SECOND ORDER
NON-LINEARITY ERROR
CLOCK

FREQUENCY ERROR

ALIGNMENT ACCURACY (45 MINUTC)
AZIMUTH
LEVEL
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GCU DESCRIPTION

IMS DESCRIPTION

The GCU mechanical package, shown in the
Figure 5 exploded view, includes a power supply
cavity, a sensor block cavity, and a 15-slot circuit
card assembly (CCA) chassis that interfaces with
15 external connectors. A pressurized GCU
chassis was selected to assist in controlling
thermal transfer and to prevent corona discharge
on the high voltage lines providing power to the
RLGs.

Although contained in a single package, the IMS
and FCS are independent except for power, the
dual port interface, and a single interrupt. The
IMS includes the ISA block, gyro/accel
electronics, and the the IMS processor. The ISA
block contains three GG1342 Honey well Ring
Laser Gyros, three QA3000 Sundstrand
Accelerometers, the high voltage power supply, a
temperature multiplexer circuit, and an RLG
electronics board.

Figure 5-GCU Exploded View

Gyro and accel electronics are contained on three
CCAs located in the 15 slot assembly:
•

The gyro CCA, along with the high voltage
power supply and gyro drive located on the
ISA block, support gyro operation and
produce pulses representing differential
angular displacement (A6).

•

The accelerometer electronics CCA produces
pulses representing differential velocity (AV).

•

The analog-to-digital/pulse accumulator
module (A/D-PAM) accumulates the A9 and
AV pulses, along with corresponding inertial
component temperatures, and transfers them
periodically to the IMSP.

The GCU is not temperature-controlled, so
temperature-sensitive inertial component
parameters must be compensated. Temperature
coefficients, determined during calibration
performed over various temperatures, are stored
in the IMS Processor (IMSP). The gyro,
accelerometer, and accelerometer electronic
temperatures are read by the IMSP, where
appropriate temperature coefficients are applied to
the A9 and AV summations.

The Inertial Sensor Assembly (ISA) was
designed to minimize the coning effects induced
by GCU vibration levels. The block uses centerof-gravity mounting with four isolator mounts
positioned to form a wide base for better stability.
Symmetric isolators with resonant frequencies
tailored to the vibration profile are selected to
minimize coning and protect inertial components
from high vibration levels.

A summary of the IMSP and FCSP are shown in
Figure 6. With the exception of memory,
interrupts, and I/O signal quantities, IMSP and
FCSP designs are identical. The design is based
on Performance Semiconductor's PACE 1750A
bulk CMOS processor converted to SEU-tolerant
CMOS/SOS (silicon on sapphire) technology.
This three-chip set includes Error Detection and
Correction (EDAC) to protect memory from
single-bit errors, a memory management unit for
expanding the address bus from 16 to 20 bits,
and a parallel interface controller.
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Figure 6-Processor Functions
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The time base for the GCU resides in the IMS, a
three part per million clock residing on the accel
electronic CCA. Starting with a 2400 Hz sample
rate on the gyro pulses, data is accumulated in the
IMSP and transferred to the FCSP dual port
memory at a 50 Hz rate using a data cycle
interrupt. The FCSP uses this interrupt as a time
base for flight control integrations and
sequencing.
Resident in EEPROM and downloaded to RAM at
power-on, IMS software performs temperature
and dynamic compensation, computes sensor to
vehicle misalignments, and calculates rate
estimates. The IMSP functional flow diagram is
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7-IMSP Functional Processing Design
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A block diagram of the alignment algorithm is
provided in Figure 8. GCU alignment consists of
two modes - coarse and fine: (Reference II)

PCS DESCRIPTION

The GCU software task is partitioned between the
resident software stored in the IMSP, and the
mission-specific software prepared by Martin
Marietta and stored in the FCSP prior to flight.
The FCS software acts as the launch vehicle
controller, using the inertial measaurement data
from the IMSP. Guidance and navigation
equations, flight trajectories, flight control,
telemetry, ground support interface, and IMS
mode control are performed by the FCS software.

Coarse mode is an analytical scheme that
computes the average transformation from the
sensor reference frame to the local vertical
frame from the measured values of gravity
and earth's rate in the sensor reference frame.
•

Fine mode refines the transformation in real
time by running a Kalman Filter in
conjunction with the navigation equations
mechanized in the estimated local vertical
frame. In this manner, the precise attitude is
known at the moment the 'go inertiaT
command is given to commence the normal
navigation mode.

The FCS interfaces with the vehicle through
communication busses, discrete inputs and
outputs, and analog inputs and outputs. A
temperature and pressure transducer interface is
also available for use by the telemetry system.
The FCS I/O resides on eight CCAs as shown in
Figure 9.

Figure 8-Alignment Diagram

Figure 9-FCS I/O Board Functions
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A MIL-STD-1553B serial interface bus and a
special purpose ground support (GSE) serial
interface link the PCS to other vehicle and ground
systems. The MIL-STD-1553B Bus links the
PCS to the IMS for mode commands and to the
telemetry system where IMS and PCS data words
are sent for transmission to ground support
during flight. The GSE serial interface, a 32
word/16 bit data block, communicates to ground
support prior to launch. The PCS flight software
is entered into the PCS via this interface.
The GCU provides 48 output signals: 34 discrete
(on/off), eight voltage (±10 VDC), and six
current (±40mA). The discrete outputs are
equivalent to switch closures to a discrete
common return. These signals control
sequencing of time/mission-related events such as
staging. The eight voltage type analog outputs,
each controlled by its own digital to analog; (D/A)
converter, are used to control the direction of the
thrust vector on the Solid Rocket Motors. The
six current type analog outputs, produced by six
D/A converters, control the core engine gimbal
actuators, three for Stage I and three for Stage II.

Twelve of the fourteen discrete inputs receive
signals from the Low Level Sensor Shutdown
System (LLSSS) indicating low fuel levels in the
fuel and oxidizer tanks for Stage I and Stage II.
These inputs are latched by the GCU and are reset
only by PCS command. The other two discretes,
a separation discrete and spare, contain no
latching features. Each of the 34 discrete
command output signals are connected back to the
PCS for built-in-test purposes.
Twenty-one analog inputs are multiplexed on the
Analog Input CCA to a single analog to digital
(A/D) converter which interfaces to the FCSP.
Two channels read voltages produced by rate
gyros. The other five channels are spares.
Fourteen channels are reserved to read the
voltage/current analog outputs which are fed back
to the analog input board for BIT purposes. All
analog inputs accept voltages between ±10 VDC.

The GCU analog and digital inputs handle 14
discrete inputs and seven analog inputs as well as
all the analog/digital outputs listed above for builtin-test (BIT).
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